
Decathlon Store Germany 

Wisma Atria the top shopping centre in Singapore, have recently run an amazing World Cup promotional event.  

Running a contest on the Football Simulator, using the actual Brazilian World Cup final stadium.  

The winners met the legendary football player Michael Owen, on the Football Simulator. The Michael Owen 

Football event has proved to be a runaway success, with tens of thousands of Singaporean players competing 

on the Sports Simulator, through out June.   

The Decathlon Superstore in Esslingen, had a major 

problem with the golf simulator that they purchased 

from Korea, it was not functioning. The Korean  

company were not setup to repair or service the  

simulator, so the simulator has now been upgraded to a 

Sports Coach Fitting Center. The PGA Professional has 

already noticed a big improvement in accuracy,  

reliability and client satisfaction, resulting in a large  

improvement in club sales. Reliability is very important 

to Decathlon; Sports Coach has already proven to be 

the solution in Spain, Italy, Holland and Germany.  

Football Simulator Singapore 
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Golfin Store Vilnius 

During June the Golfin Store had the Ultimate Golf Academy installed at their new store, in Vilnius, Lithuania.  

Golfin is now able to offer a wide variety of options for its clientele, such as club fitting, ball fitting, digital video 

lessons, in-house competitions, rounds of golf and the virtual driving ranges. The Golfin store has opened in the 

leading shopping centre in the city, Europa Mesto Stiliaus Centras, it is already proving popular with the local 

golfing fraternity, as local course Amber is playable in store. 

SPORTS COACH SYSTEMS TRADING FOR 22 YEARS 



Bank of America and Merrill Lynch recently held a football themed evening to coincide with the Costa Rica 

versus England World Cup game, in Mayfair, London. England were already eliminated from the competition 

so instead of watching the game, guests were competing on the Football Simulator. Event Manager “Our 

guests are extremely competitive and enjoyed the points system for penalty shoot outs hugely. I don’t think 5 

minutes went by without someone playing on it! The branding was also a huge hit and tied everything into our 

football theme! I will be recommending you to the other event managers in my team.” 

Sports Coach Systems Limited, Curtis Road, Dorking, London, England. 
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Manufacturer of Golf Simulators and GPS Architecture Developer 

Sports Coach have released another 10 tournament golf courses, so there are now 170 Premium golf  

courses available on the GPS Golf Simulator. The Package X is now increased from 120 to 130 golf courses, 

at no additional charge. The Liverpool course has now been revamped in time for the British Open, where it 

will be used on several Sports Coach Golf Simulators at the championship. One new feature is the Bunker 

Challenge, allowing golfers to compete from Green Side bunkers to the pin. GSX development is going very 

well with 50 new golf courses, will become available. All clients who have brought the GPS in 2014 will get 

an automatic free upgrade to the new engine, upon its launch.   

Sports Simulator Developments 

Sports Simulator have nearly completed the Tennis  

Simulator, which has the 4 major stadiums included and 

other stadiums are likely to be added in the future.  

The Serving Challenge enables tennis players to hit three 

serves and see their actual serve performance, which is 

automatically used for competition purposes. Infrared  

Detection to integrate the Sports and Golf on the same 

platform, is under development to fully integrate with the 

Super Simulators graphics user interface. The ideal setup 

for highly profitable Unmanned Sports Centres and Family 

Entertainment Centres, as shown in the recently updated 

Business Plans uploaded to the website. More challenges 

for the Football Simulator are being developed at the  

present time, to enable full team games to be playable.   

Sports Coach Developments 

World Cup Mayfair 
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